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Abstract

This paper briefly describes Livescribe's digital smartpen technology and its use in the development of workflow applications. The report can be divided into two sections where first one is just a short introduction to the Livescribe Platform itself and development tools provided with it.

The main section of the report is a description of the development process of a simple application where some of the functionalities are controlled with the aid of the Livescribes smartpen.
Report on

Use of Livescribe's Smartpen in workflow applications.

1. Introduction

This paper is a brief introduction, to a digital pen technology which could improve the interaction with the computer applications. The main purpose of the research done on use of Livescribe's Smartpen in the workflow applications is a possibility of partially replacing some of the electronic gadgets, like laptops, smartphones or recently very popular tablets in the work of anyone where workflow applications are used. The aim of this report is to introduce digital pen technology and sample applications where the interaction with the smartpen is presented.

The research work done, described in this report is addressed to not only engineers but anyone interested in Livescribe's technology, to give them a better understanding of key features of Livescribe's Smartpen. The report is divided into five sections. The first two sections are a short descriptions of the Livescribe's Platform and software available with Echo Smartpen. The following two parts are allocated for the introduction of the development tools together with the explanation of simple application examples. Fifth and last section is an introduction to Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK which could be used to improve the interaction between the smartpen and the computer application.

Few years ago, pen and paper were the main tools used by film production crew, responsible for keeping continuity notes. Growing number of different digital pen technologies nowadays will probably bring the old fashioned ink back. Currently, one of the most popular products among digital pens, Livescribe's Echo Smartpen could hugely improve work of script supervisors.
2. **The Livescribe Platform**

The paper-based computing platform developed by Livescribe, introduces a new way of using old fashioned pen and paper. Providing a wide range of different applications where new digital pen technology can be used, an interaction between pen, paper and digital world became a reality.

2.1 **Livescribe platform overview**

The Livescribe platform includes (ref. [2], Livescribe_Platform_Introduction.pdf, page 1):

- Livescribe's smartpen – a pen-size computer with advanced processing power.
- Livescribe Dot Patern – technology that uses a standard paper with printed micro-dots on its surface.
- Software Applications and Tools – Livescribe Desktop, Smartpen Emulator.
- Development tools – Livescribe Platform SDK and Livescribe Desktop SDK.

2.2 **Livescribe Echo Smartpen**

One of the most powerful and easy to use smartpens currently available from Livescribe is without doubt Echo Smartpen. The Livescribe Echo Smartpen is advanced piece of technology, paper-based computer with audio/visual feedback, powerful processing capabilities (ref. [2], Livescribe_Platform_Introduction.pdf, page 2) and built-in storage up to 8GB. Micro-USB connector allows to transfer notes and audio to the computer using a standard cable connection. Built-in microphone and speaker allow to record and respectively to play back previously recorded audio. The navigation between smartpen applications is much easier with the aid of high-contrast OLED display [3]. Replaceable ink cartridges and smartpen's shape offer the ordinary characteristics associated with any pen.

3. **Livescribe emulator and Livescribe Desktop**

There are two computer applications provided with the Livescribe Platform. Livescribe Desktop application is the package that allows smartpens' users to transfer their notes, audio via USB cable to the computer. Livescribe Desktop has got also additional functionality which allows to share audio-notes with online community in the form of presentation files called Pencasts. Second application available to download is the Livescribe's Smartpen Emulator which is a tool that can be used by developers as a smartpen replacement device. Smartpen Emulator providing the
same display as a real smartpen and visual representation of the notebook allows developed applications to be deployed and tested in the same way as with real smartpen.

4. **Livescribe Platform SDK**

Previously mentioned Smartpen Emulator is a very helpful tool used in the process of developing smartpen applications. Developers have access to two development packages: Livescribe Platform SDK and Livescribe Desktop SDK. The first one, Livescribe Platform SDK is a plugin for Eclipse IDE which can be divided into two features: Livescribe Paper Designer feature and Livescribe Penlet SDK feature. With the aid of Livescribe Platform SDK, penlets can be developed which can interact with pre-defined regions on the paper.

4.1 **Paper Designer**

One of the projects that can be created using Livescribe Platform SDK is *paper project*, which can be designed using Paper Design perspective in Eclipse. Whole process is explained in the documentation file Dev_Paper_Products.pdf [2]. Paper project stores informations like, dot pattern and files associated with the design of paper product. Every paper product is a combination of the physical dot paper and its electronic file representation (ref. [2], Livescribe_Platform_Introduction.pdf, page 7). Each project can be saved as an Anoto Functionality Document, file with AFD format which contains files and informations about paper product. Before paper project can be used, it has to be deployed on the smartpen as AFD file. To make sure, smartpen will distinguish between different paper projects, they must have a special unique dot pattern licence specified, which can be obtained from Livescribe using Livescribe Pattern Server. For the testing purposes, the default license provided with the Livescribe Platform SDK can be used. Printing of paper projects from Eclipse is possible but requires GhostScript plugin to be installed as the default output to the printer is in the form of PostScript file (.ps).

4.2 **Penlet SDK**

Interaction with paper products is only possible with applications called penlets. Penlet application is Java application developed using Penlet SDK plugin in Eclipse IDE. Detailed process of developing penlets is described in documentation file Dev_Penlets.pdf [2]. Penlet, while deployed successfully on the pen can interact with Active Regions defined previously in the paper project. Penlet application and linked with it paper product creates Livescribe smartpen application. There are multiple applications provided with the Livescribe Platform SDK, prepared for
experienced Java developers can be tested on the smartpen or Smartpen Emulator. Eclipse automatically builds penlets, compiles the source code, pre-verifies the classes, and finally packages the penlet files into a JAR file, which then can be deployed on the pen. Only one penlet can be run on the smartpen at a time, if another penlet will be selected the previous one will be stopped. This is huge disadvantage as this concept applies as well to desktop applications which cannot be run simultaneously with penlet applications.

5. Livescribe Desktop SDK

Next to penlet applications there is also a second type of applications that can be developed to interact with the smartpen. Livescribe Desktop SDK which uses C# as the main programming language is a set of libraries that allow to develop desktop applications, which can communicate with the smartpen and process the retrieved data from it. This type of application cannot be executed simultaneously with penlet application as previously mentioned. This fact limits the development process to only one area and developing applications solely on desktop or on the pen.

5.1 DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs

One of the desktop application samples, provided with the Livescribe Desktop SDK is 'DecodeStrokesFromAllAFDs' briefly explained in the documentation file[1] on page 58. The sample has got to offer few key features available with the LS Desktop SDK, like access to files stored on the smartpen and ability to process them in a various ways. In 'DecodeStrokesFromAllAFDs' example, all AFD files are retrieved from the smartpen and the strokes created on each of them are saved into a text file. The sample application makes sure that only AFD files are processed not penlets, as there is also possibility to process informations from the penlet applications installed on the smartpen, but this process is implemented in a different sample application called 'ListPackages' described in documentation file [1] on page 49. Each stroke generated with the smartpen is represented as a quite large collection of points with x and y coordinates expressed in Anoto Units (au). The smartpen is able to record up to 70 points per second, therefore the number of points stored in each one of them can be sometimes very large. Apart from a large number of points each stroke has got a time associated with it, which is represented in as RTC time which is calculated since the manufacture of the pen.

One of the fundamental drawbacks of the the Livescribe Platform, is lack of real time data streaming, therefore first major task was to find a way of implementing pseudo real time data streaming functionality. The easiest way of achieving that was to run repeatedly, the part of the code
responsible for getting new data from the smartpen. However the first attempts were successful, the execution time of the application hugely increased. The infinite loop used to implement this process was absolutely enough to obtain basic real time data streaming but there were multiple improvements needed during development process. Initially an infinite while loop was the only modification of the DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs example, but quickly more improvements were introduced. First of all, unwanted behaviour of using the same data during every iteration of the loop, has been modified in such a way that old stroke were not accessed again. Unfortunately the whole process was a little bit more involved as there was some confusion between two different representation of time in Livescribe Desktop SDK. Ordinary date/time format was confused with the RTC time, where the first one is calculated since 1970/01/01 while RTC time is the manufacture time which is also stroke's creation time. Everything would be fine but this difference was not obvious at the beginning as this information is quite difficult to find in the documentation. To retrieve strokes created after a defined time is possible but in this case RTC time (smartpen's manufacture time) has to be used instead of ordinary time expressed as Real Time Clock (RTC). With that information, the sample application was improved even further, by getting only newly created data, which improved the performance of the entire application.

Next task after completing the real time data streaming, was the problem of mapping between text on a dot paper and its digital representation in the TextBox of the Windows Form. The biggest challenge, first of all, was to print any text with the same formatting used in the TextBox. Previously described Paper Designer plugin in Eclipse, is limited to inputting text only using single lines which makes the process of printing multi-lined, formatted text quite complicated. The easiest way of getting formatted text on a dot paper, was to print the text over previously prepared blank paper with printed dot pattern. Printing process has got few issues as well, first of all printing of paper projects is only possible with the printers that are compatible with Adobe PostScript and can print at 600dpi or higher. While working on this project an additional printer drivers were required[4]. With the successfully printed formatted text on a dot paper, the mapping process was accomplished fairly quickly using basic mathematics where the dimensions of the TextBox in pixels and dimensions of the page in Anoto Units were used. Having also additional informations like the absolute width of the text in the TextBox and on the paper together with the number of lines contained in the defined vertical region of Anoto Units, allowed to determine line numbers as well as character index quite accurately.
5.2 Script Supervisor

The ability of getting a line number and a character index from the text printed on the paper was sufficient to use 'DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs' sample in another application. 'Script Supervisor', previously developed at Sony BPRL, application became a new testing ground for the digital pen technology. Addition of the entire 'DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs' sample to the existing project and running it in a separate thread, allowed to control some of the functionalities with the smartpen. One of the functionalities available in the 'Script Supervisor' is the ability to add and remove vertical lines that represent selected sections of the text inside the TextBox.

Initial implementation of the same concept, with the smartpen in the place of computer mouse, was using two consecutive strokes. Character index calculated using numerical values from the first stroke, indicated an input character of the selected text while the second stroke was used to determine the character index needed for the end of the selection, in a consequence displaying a vertical line in the TextBox on the left side of the text. However this method of adding lines worked fine, with a few changes addition of lines was possible using a single stroke and only line numbers this time were required, what simplified the calculations slightly as character index was not needed any more. Scanned image of the real script is presented in Figure 1, where added vertical line is highlighted in red.

*Episode 2605*

Scene 2605.83:

ONE OF THE PROJECTS THAT CAN BE CREATED USING LIVESCRIBE PLATFORM SDK IS PAPER PROJECT, WHICH CAN BE DESIGNED USING "PAPER DESIGN" PERSPECTIVE.

WHOLE PROCESS IS EXPLAINED IN THE DOCUMENTATION FILE: DEV_PAPER_PRODUCTS.

PAPER PROJECT STORES INFORMATIONS LIKE, DOT PATTERN AND FILES ASSOCIATED.

WITH THE DESIGN OF PAPER PRODUCT.

EVERY PAPER PRODUCT IS A COMBINATION OF THE PHYSICAL DOT PATTERN AND ITS ELECTRONIC FILE REPRESENTATION.

EACH PROJECT CAN BE SAVED AS AN ANOTO FUNCTIONALITY DOCUMENT, AFD FILE.

AFD FORMAT CONTAINS FILES AND INFORMATIONS ABOUT PAPER PRODUCT.

BEFORE PAPER PROJECT CAN BE USED, IT HAS TO BE DEPLOYED ON THE SMARTPEN.

TO MAKE SURE, SMARTPEN WILL DISTINGUISH BETWEEN DIFFERENT PAPER PROJECTS THEY MUST HAVE A SPECIAL UNIQUE DOT PATTERN LICENCE SPECIFIED.

DOT PATTERN LICENCE CAN BE OBTAINED FROM LIVESCRIBE.

Figure 1. Scanned part of the script.
With the vertical line added, highlighted on the left.
Script supervisors while keeping continuity notes often make mistakes or sometimes because of some reason, just need to remove added lines. Therefore after functionality of adding lines has been implemented and tested successfully, the work began on the part that will allow to remove previously created lines. Firstly the idea was to use similar approach as with the process of adding lines, however it quickly appeared that this process will be more involved than addition of lines. The solution that has been successfully used was based on the problem of intersection of two lines. This time one of the methods available in the Livescribe Desktop SDK, intersect() method was used to determine if the newly created stroke intersects any of the previously created strokes. If the intersection is detected the newly created stroke as well as the one intersected are erased from the list of strokes and the line associated with the intersected stroke is erased from the TextBox.

Screen-shot of the 'Script Supervisor' application with a digital representation of the script and displayed line in the TextBox is shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Screen-shot of the 'Script Supervisor' application.
Left part is the digital representation of the script with the highlighted vertical line. Right section is the print preview window with the same text formatting as in the TextBox.

6. Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK

Addition of vertical lines or ability of removing them, are just only the basic functionalities implemented in the 'Script Supervisor' application using digital pen as the main device, which makes user's interaction with the application possible. Some of the more advanced functionalities that could be introduced are related to the hand writing recognition problem which with the aid of Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK, can be simplified hugely.
6.1 Paper Tablet

Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK is a quite powerful package that has got to offer libraries available not only for C# but as well for C++ programming language. With the aid of Tablet PC SDK some simple as well as quite complex hand writing recognition application can be developed. Using just a basic samples and DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs sample, basic application called Paper Tablet has been developed. Initially the application supported only rendering of strokes on the Windows Form using in this case similar concept as the one used to develop simple MS Paint-like application. Film and Video Continuity Notes paper form was used in this case as the tablet device. In Figure 3 scanned part of the real form is presented, with the input from the smartpen highlighted in red.

![Figure 3. Scanned part of the Film and Video Continuity Notes form. Input from the smartpen highlighted in red.](image)

Quickly with the aid of Tablet PC SDK basic hand writing recognition has been introduced in the Paper Tablet application, unfortunately during the first attempt only singly stroked letters were recognised, but with some minor modifications the basic hand writing recognition was able to process whole words or even sentences. There was one more downside, the results of hand writing recognition were very inaccurate. Tablet PC SDK had also a number of more advanced hand writing recognition samples and by using similar techniques as the ones used in them, Paper Tablet became quite accurate in terms of hand writing recognition. The biggest challenge while using MS Tablet PC SDK was the fact that the default source of ink could be computer mouse or a tablet pc on which particular application will be tested, there was no support for devices like Livescribe's smartpen.
Therefore the way of passing information in the form of 2D points has been invented, where InkCollector object instead of using input from the computer mouse has got assigned Ink to it manually. Ink is basically a collection of strokes where each stroke is a number of 2D points. Use of InkCollector object has got another significant advantage, process of rendering strokes on the Windows Form is done automatically and the visual results are much better, strokes are smooth, not like in drawing points on the graphics object case, as mentioned previously comparing to MS paint-like application. Lastly, one of the biggest advantages of using InkCollector object is the fact that ink collection mode property can be specified, and for example by specifying ink collection mode as InkAndGesture. InkAndGesture collection mode accepts only single-stroke gestures. Using specific application gestures like Tap or DoubleTap, a mouse click or a mouse double click respectively could be easily implemented. Use of application-specific gestures could hugely improve the process of hand writing recognition and even use some gestures to control some of the functionalities of any application. The final result of the 'Paper Tablet' application is presented in Figure 4, where the left tab is the rendered representation of strokes generated by the smartpen and on the right are some of the results of hand writing recognition module.

![Figure 4. Screen-shot of the 'Paper Tablet' application. Left tab – rendered strokes. Right tab – hand writing recognition results.](image-url)
7. Conclusions

The Livescribe's technology is the one which without doubt could make an impact on any computer application, very short research has shown quite big potential of the whole platform. With the aid of Microsoft Tablet PC Platform SDK and some very powerful hand writing recognition algorithms the technology could be pushed to its limits in the short space of time. People where a pen and paper used to be their main tools in the past, will benefit while working with this new technology.
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A.1 DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs – unmodified code

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.Threading;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenComm;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenComm.Interop;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenData;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.AFP;

namespace DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs {

class DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs {

private static Smartpens smartpens;
private const string PENCOMM_LOG = "DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs.log";
private const string DOC_DATA_FILE = "data.zip";
private const string STROKE_FILE = Environment.CurrentDirectory + "\strokes.txt";
private static bool foundPen = false;
private static bool complete = false;
private static bool errorsOccurred = false;

/// <summary>
/// This sample get strokes from pen and write to stroke.txt
/// </summary>
/// <param name="args"></param>
static void Main(string[] args) {
    System.Console.WriteLine("==============================================================");
    System.Console.WriteLine("Read the strokes written on all paper products for a single pen");
    System.Console.WriteLine("The decoded strokes are written to: " + STROKE_FILE);
    System.Console.WriteLine("Waiting for pen.");
    InitializePenCommLib();

    // Windows doesn't like it if the program ends while a callback is busy. Also we like
    // user some indication that we're still waiting if we haven't found a pen yet.
    while (!complete) {
        if (!foundPen) {
            System.Console.Write(".");
        }
        Thread.Sleep(2000);
    }

    System.Console.WriteLine("\n<Press a key to continue>\n");
    Console.ReadLine();
}

/// <summary>
/// Initialize PenComm library
/// </summary>
private static void InitializePenCommLib()
{
smartpens = new Smartpens(true, PENCOMM_LOG);

// The PulsePens object keeps track of attach event handlers in "PulsePenAttachNormalEvent"
// Create a new callback object for our PenAttachEvent method and register it by adding it
// to the list of attach event handlers.
smartpens.SmartpenAttachNormalEvent += new Smartpens.SmartpenChangeCallback(PenAttachEvent);

// Search for any already docked pens
smartpens.Find();
}

/// <summary>
/// This is called when a pen is attached
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pen">The attached pen</param>
private static void PenAttachEvent(Smartpen pen)
{
    foundPen = true;
    TextWriter strokeFile = new StreamWriter(STROKE_FILE);
    try
    {
        System.Console.WriteLine("\nFound Pen: " + pen.PenSerial);
        ulong time = 0; // from beginning
        System.Console.WriteLine("Read change list from pen from time: " + time);
        SmartpenChangeList changeList = pen.ChangeList;
        // Update the change list (which started out empty) so it contains all the changes since time.
        changeList.Update(time);
        // The changeList contains information (such as end time of the change, notebook guid, penlet class name...) 
        // of data changes made on Pen (Lsps).
        // Each LapInfoItem describes change information a paper product or penlet.
        System.Console.WriteLine("Decoding paper product: ");
        foreach (ChangeItem item in changelist.ChangeItems)
        {
            // If the item change information of a paper product.
            if (!String.IsNullOrEmpty(item.Guid))
            {
                DecodeStrokes(pen, item, time, strokeFile);
                if (errorsOccurred)
                    break;
            }
        }
    } catch (Exception e)
    {
        HandleError(e);
    } finally
    {
        strokeFile.Close();
        complete = true;
        System.Console.WriteLine("\nComplete: " + (errorsOccurred ? "not " : "") + "all paper products processed. ");
    }
}

/// <summary>
/// Decode all the strokes for a particular paper product and write them to a file
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pen">The pen for which to decode strokes</param>
/// <param name="item">Contains stroke information</param>
/// <param name="time">Time from which strokes should be processed</param>
/// <param name="strokeFile">The file to which to write decoded information</param>
private static void DecodeStrokes(Smartpen pen, ChangeItem item, ulong time, TextWriter strokeFile)
{
    strokeFile.WriteLine("\n----------------------------------------- ");
    strokeFile.WriteLine(String.Format("Document: [0]", item.Title));
    System.Console.WriteLine(" " + item.Title);
    // We are going to extract strokes from the pen and store them in a temporary file named
// using the paper product's name.
string fileName = String.Format("{0}_{1}", item.Title, DOC_DATA_FILE);

try
{
    // The pen stores strokes in files on the pen's flash memory system. The pen uses
    // for each paper product and the name of the file is the GUID of the paper product.
    // retrieve the stroke data and store it locally in a temporary file.
    pen.DataGet(item.Guid, 0, fileName);

    // From the data file we create a container and extract a document object from it
    // for easy processing
    Document doc = new Container(fileName).Document;

    // Strokes are organized by pages. Decode strokes for each page.
    foreach (PageChangeItem pageInfo in item.Pages)
    {
        strokeFile.WriteLine("\n------------------------------------");

        // For each page we find the unique pattern object for it.
        // the PatternPage is collection of strokes created by pens.

        // Each element of the PatternPage is SmartPen object which contains
        // pen information (such as PenSerial) and strokes created by the pen
        foreach (StrokeOwner penData in patternPage)
        {
            foreach (KeyValuePair<long, Stroke> keyPair in penData)
            {
                // Get time at which the stroke was created
                long creationTime = keyPair.Key;
                strokeFile.WriteLine("\nTime (\{0\}): ", creationTime);

                // A single stroke is comprised of potentially many points.
                // The pen records up to 70 points per second.
                Stroke stroke = keyPair.Value;
                Shape shape = stroke;
                System.Drawing.Point[] points = shape.GetVertices();

                // For each page we find the unique pattern object for it.
                foreach (System.Drawing.Point point in points)
                {
                    // Write the point of strokes to file.
                    // Upper left corner of page is 0,0 with the y coordinate increasing
down the page.
                    // The unit is Anoto Unit (au), which are roughly 677 dpi.
                    strokeFile.Write(String.Format(" ({0},{1})", point.X, point.Y));
                }
            }
        }
    }
}

doc.Close();

catch (Exception e)
{
    HandleError(e);
}

finally
{
    File.Delete(fileName);
}

private static void HandleError(Exception ex)
{
    errorsOccurred = true;
}


A.2 DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs – modified code with pseudo real time data streaming

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.Threading;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenComm;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenComm.Interop;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.PenData;
using Livescribe.DesktopSDK.AFP;

namespace DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs
{
    class DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs
    {
        private static Smartpens smartpens;
        private const string PENCOMM_LOG = "DecodeStrokesForAllAFDs.log";
        private const string DOC_DATA_FILE = "data.zip";
        private static string STROKE_FILE = Environment.CurrentDirectory + "\strokes.txt";
        private static bool foundPen = false;
        private static bool complete = false
        private static bool errorsOccurred = false;

        //time variables
        private static long startTimeRTC;
        private static long creationTime;

        /// <summary>
        /// This sample get strokes from pen and write to stroke.txt
        /// </summary>
        /// <param name="args"></param>
        static void Main(string[] args)
        {
            System.Console.WriteLine("==============================================================");
            System.Console.WriteLine("Read the strokes written on all paper products for a single pen");
            System.Console.WriteLine("The decoded strokes are written to: " + STROKE_FILE);
            System.Console.WriteLine("==============================================================");
            System.Console.WriteLine("Waiting for pen.");
            InitializePenCommLib();

            // Windows doesn't like it if the program ends while a callback is busy. Also we like to give the
            // user some indication that we're still waiting if we haven't found a pen yet.
            while (!complete)
            {
                if (!foundPen)
                {
                    System.Console.Write(".");
                    Thread.Sleep(2000);
                }
            }
            Console.Out.WriteLine("\n<Press a key to continue>");
            Console.ReadLine();
        }

        /// <summary>
        /// Initialize PenComm library
        /// </summary>
        private static void InitializePenCommLib()
        {
            smartpens = new Smartpens(true, PENCOMM_LOG);
            // The PulsePens object keeps track of attach event handlers in "PulsePenAttachNormalEvent"
// Create a new callback object for our PenAttachEvent method and register it by adding it to the list of attach event handlers.
smartpens.SmartpenAttachNormalEvent += new Smartpens.SmartpenChangeCallback(PenAttachEvent);

// Search for any already docked pens
smartpens.Find();

/// <summary>
/// This is called when a pen is attached
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pen">The attached pen</param>
private static void PenAttachEvent(Smartpen pen)
{
   (startTimeRTC = (long)pen.RtcTime();
    foundPen = true;
    TextWriter strokeFile = new StreamWriter(STROKE_FILE);
    try
    {
        System.Console.WriteLine("Found Pen: " + pen.PenSerial);
        System.Console.WriteLine("Read change list from pen from time: " + time);
        SmartpenChangeList changeList = pen.ChangeList;
        // Update the change list (which started out empty) so it contains all the changes since time.
        changeList.Update(time);
        ChangeItem item1 = new ChangeItem("0x66d4de896a10d80c", "blank page", null, ((long)pen.RtcTime()));
        ChangeItem item2 = changeList.ChangeItems[changeList.ChangeItems.IndexOf(item1)];
        DecodeStrokes(pen, item2, time, strokeFile);
    }
    catch (Exception e)
    {
        HandleError(e);
    }
    finally
    {
        strokeFile.Close();
        complete = true;
        System.Console.WriteLine("Complete:  " + (errorsOccurred ? "not " : "") + "all paper products processed.");
    }
}

/// <summary>
/// Decode all the strokes for a particular paper product and write them to a file
/// </summary>
/// <param name="pen">The pen for which to decode strokes</param>
/// <param name="item">Contains stroke information</param>
/// <param name="time">Time from which strokes should be processed</param>
/// <param name="strokeFile">The file to which to write decoded information</param>
private static void DecodeStrokes(Smartpen pen, ChangeItem item, ulong time, TextWriter strokeFile)
{
    //strokeFile.WriteLine("\n========================================");
    //strokeFile.WriteLine(String.Format("Document: {0}", item.Title));
    //System.Console.WriteLine("   " + item.Title);
    // We are going to extract strokes from the pen and store them in a temporary file named
    // using the paper product's name.
    string fileName = String.Format("{0}_{1}", item.Title, DOC_DATA_FILE);
    try
    {
        // The pen stores strokes in files on the pen's flash memory system. The pen uses
        // one file
        // for each paper product and the name of the file is the GUID of the paper product.
        // We retrieve the stroke data and store it locally in a temporary file.
while (true) {
    // gets only newly created data
    pen.DataGet(item.Guid, (ulong)startTimeRTC, fileName);

    // From the data file we create a container and extract a document object from
    // it for easy processing
    Document doc = new Container(fileName).Document;

    // Strokes are organized by pages. Decode strokes for each page.
    foreach (PageChangeItem pageInfo in item.Pages) {
        strokeFile.WriteLine("
-------------------------------");

        // For each page we find the unique pattern object for it.
        // the PatternPage is collection of strokes created by pens.
        // Each element of the PatternPage is SmartPen object which contains
        // pen information (such as PenSerial) and strokes created by the pen
        foreach (StrokeOwner penData in patternPage) {
            foreach (KeyValuePair<long, Stroke> keyPair in penData) {
                // Get time at which the stroke was created
                creationTime = keyPair.Key;
                List<int> ListX = new List<int>();
                List<int> ListY = new List<int>();
                if (creationTime > startTimeRTC) {
                    //startTimeRTC gets updated so the same stroke
                    // is not processed more than once
                    startTimeRTC = creationTime;
                    Stroke stroke = keyPair.Value;
                    //LS
                    Shape shape = stroke;
                    System.Drawing.Point[] points = shape.GetVertices();
                    foreach (System.Drawing.Point point in points) {
                        ListX.Add(point.X);
                        ListY.Add(point.Y);
                        ListX.Sort();
                        ListY.Sort();
                    }
                    // prints the minimum values of x and y
                    // coordinates of each stroke
                    Console.WriteLine("X_min: " + ListX[0] + " & Y_min: " + ListY[0]);
                    Console.WriteLine("-------------------------------");
                }
            }
        }
        doc.Close();
    }
    catch (Exception e) {
        HandleError(e);
    }
    finally {
        File.Delete(fileName);
    }
}

private static void HandleError(Exception ex) {
    errorsOccurred = true;
A.3 Vertical line method. Adding and removing functionalities.

//section of the code which is placed in ScriptSupervisorSmartpen class
if (gui.InvokeRequired)
{
    object[] parameters = new object[] { lineNumTop, lineNumBottom, removeTL };
    gui.Invoke(new SmartpenClickDelegate(gui.SmartpenClickLine), parameters);
}
else
{
    gui.SmartpenClickLine(lineNumTop, lineNumBottom, removeTL);
}

//section of the code that is placed inside Gui class.
//lineNumTop and lineNumBottom are the two arguments responsible where the line will be displayed in
//the TextBox. Flag removeTL determines if this is a new line or a case where the old line has to be
//removed
//===============add tramline drawing a single line===========================
internal void SmartpenClickLine(int lineNumTop, int lineNumBottom, bool removeTL)
{
    int charIndexTop = scriptTextBox_logging.GetFirstCharIndexFromLine(lineNumTop);
    int charIndexBottom = scriptTextBox_logging.GetFirstCharIndexFromLine(lineNumBottom);
    if (!removeTL)
    {
        //add
        controller.addTramline(charIndexTop, charIndexBottom);
    }
    else
    {
        //remove
        controller.RemoveTramlineWithPen(charIndexTop, charIndexBottom);
        controller.removeTramline();
    }
    Refresh();
} //============================================================================

A.4 Two methods responsible for mapping

// findLineNumber() method
private static int findLineNumber(int y)
{
    //6490/60
    //top = 755au; bottom = 7245au
    //diff = bottom - top; diff contains 60 lines of text
    double y_d;
    //additional check for the strokes made above the top line...
    if (y >= 755)
    {
        y_d = y / 2; //change to... if points needed not lines
        y_d = y;
        y_d = (60 * (y_d - 755)) / 6490;
        y = (int)y_d;
        return y;
    }
    else
    {
        y = 0;
        return y;
    }
}
// findCursorPosition() method
private static int findCursorPosition(int x) {
    double x_d;
    x_d = x;
    x_d = x_d / 2;
    //left = 890au; right = 4106au - horizontal boundaries on the paper
    x_d = ((576 * (x_d - 890))) / 4106;
    //left_au = 29; right_au = 605
    //horizontal boundaries from the textbox -> 576 = 605 - 29;
    //first and last character in the textbox
    x_d = Math.Round(x_d);
    x = (int)x_d;
    x = x + 30;  // +30 = left margin
    //return the x value in pixels
    return x;
}
private static bool complete = false;
private static bool errorsOccurred = false;
private long startTimeRTC;
private long creationTime;
private int currentBoxID = 0;
private int previousBoxID = 0;

private PaperTablet.PaperTablet gui;

private static ContinuityNotesRect[] rectArray = {
    new ContinuityNotesRect(485, 417, 3045, 781), // 'Production'
    new ContinuityNotesRect(485, 779, 1600, 1065), // 'Number'
    new ContinuityNotesRect(1600, 779, 3045, 1065), // 'Date'
    new ContinuityNotesRect(3183, 417, 3716, 1065), // 'Episode'
    new ContinuityNotesRect(3716, 417, 4277, 1065), // 'Scene'
    new ContinuityNotesRect(4277, 417, 5080, 1065) // 'Slate/Ident'
};

public bool stopWhileLoop = false;
public bool textBoxFlag = false;

public ScriptSupervisorSmartpen(PaperTablet.PaperTablet gui)
{
    this.gui = gui;
}

public void InitPen()
{
    System.Console.WriteLine("Waiting for pen.");
    InitializePenCommLib();
}

private void InitializePenCommLib()
{
    smartpens = new Smartpens(true, PENCOMM_LOG);
    smartpens.SmartpenAttachNormalEvent +=
        new Smartpens.SmartpenChangeCallback(PenAttachEvent);
    smartpens.Find();
}

private void PenAttachEvent(Smartpen pen)
{
    startTimeRTC = (long)pen.RtcTime();
    foundPen = true;
    TextWriter strokeFile = new StreamWriter(STROKE_FILE);
    try
    {
        SmartpenChangeList changeList = pen.ChangeList;
        ulong time = 0;
        changeList.Update(time);
        ChangeItem item1 = new ChangeItem("0x66d4de896a10d80c", "blank page", null, ((long)pen.RtcTime()));
    }
ChangeItem item2 = changelist.ChangeItems[changeList.ChangeItems.IndexOf(item1)];
DecideStroke(pen, item2, time, strokeFile);

} catch (Exception e)
{
    HandleError(e);
} finally
{
    strokeFile.Close();
    complete = true;
}

private delegate void drawPointDelegate(float pointX, float pointY, bool fp);
private delegate void pointsForInkCollectorDelegate(System.Drawing.Point[] points);
private delegate void getStrokeDelegate(Microsoft.Ink.Strokes str, int boxID);

private void DecodeStrokes(Smartpen pen, ChangeItem item, ulong time, TextWriter strokeFile)
{
    Console.WriteLine("Ready!");
    Ink ink = new Ink();
    Microsoft.Ink.Strokes str = ink.Strokes;
    int xTest, yTest;

    string fileName = String.Format("{0}_{1}", item.Title, DOC_DATA_FILE);
    try
    {
        while (true)
        {
            if (stopWhileLoop) break;
            pen.DataGet(item.Guid, (ulong)startTimeRTC, fileName);
            Document doc = new Container(fileName).Document;
            foreach (PageChangeItem pageInfo in item.Pages)
            {
                foreach (StrokeOwner penData in patternPage)
                {
                    foreach (KeyValuePair<long, Livescribe.DesktopSDK.AFP.Stroke> keyPair in penData)
                    {
                        creationTime = keyPair.Key;
                        List<int> ListX = new List<int>();
                        List<int> ListY = new List<int>();
                        if (creationTime > startTimeRTC)
                        {
                            startTimeRTC = creationTime;
                            Livescribe.DesktopSDK.AFP.Stroke stroke = keyPair.Value; //LS
                            Shape shape = stroke;
                            System.Drawing.Point[] points = shape.GetVertices();
                            foreach (System.Drawing.Point point in points)
                            {

                            }
                        }

                    }
                }
            }
        } catch (Exception e)
        {
            HandleError(e);
        } finally
        {
            strokeFile.Close();
            complete = true;
        }
    }
}
ListX.Add(point.X);
ListY.Add(point.Y);
ListX.Sort();
ListY.Sort();

//==============ink collector renderer================
//if (gui.InvokeRequired)
//{
//    object[] parameters = new object[] { points,};
//    gui.Invoke(new pointsForInkCollectorDelegate(gui.pointsForInkCollectorDelegate), parameters);
//}
//else
//{
//    gui.pointsForInkCollectorDelegate(points);
//}
//==================================================

//==============graphics renderer==============
xTest = ListX[0] + ListX[ListX.Count - 1];
yTest = ListY[0] + ListY[ListY.Count - 1];
xTest = xTest / 2;
yTest = yTest / 2;

arrIndex = 0;
foreach (ContinuityNotesRect cnRect in rectArray)
{
    if (xTest > cnRect.xTop && xTest < cnRect.xBottom &&
        yTest > cnRect.yTop && yTest < cnRect.yBottom)
    {
        currentBoxID = arrIndex;
        break;
    }
    arrIndex++;
}

Microsoft.Ink.Stroke st = ink.CreateStroke(points); //HWR stroke

if (currentBoxID == previousBoxID)
{
    str.Add(st);
}
else
{
    str.Clear();
    str.Add(st);
}

if (gui.InvokeRequired)
{
    object[] parameters = new object[] { str, currentBoxID, };
    gui.Invoke(new getStrokeDelegate(gui.GetStroke), parameters);
}
else
{
    gui.GetStroke(str, currentBoxID);
}

previousBoxID = currentBoxID; //updates textBox's ID

bool firstPoint = false;
foreach (System.Drawing.Point point in points)
{
    firstPoint = false;
    firstPoint = (point == points[0]) ? true : false;
    if (gui.InvokeRequired)
    {
        object[] parameters = new object[] { point.X, point.Y, firstPoint, };
        gui.Invoke(new drawPointDelegate(gui.DrawPoint), parameters);
    }
}
else
    {
        gui.DrawPoint(point.X, point.Y, firstPoint);
    }
    doc.Close();
}

private static int findLineNumber(int y)
{
    //6490/60
    //top = 755au; bottom = 7245au
    //diff = bottom - top; diff contains 60 lines of text
    double y_d;
    //additional check for the strokes made above the top line...
    if (y >= 755)
    {
        y_d = y / 2;  //change to... if points needed not lines
        y_d = y;
        y_d = (60 * (y_d - 755)) / 6490;
        y = (int)y_d;
        return y;
    }
    else
    {
        y = 0;
        return y;
    }
}

private static int findCursorPosition(int x)
{
    double x_d;
    x_d = x / 2;
    //left = 890au; right = 4106au - horizontal boundaries on the paper
    x_d = ((576 * (x_d - 890))) / 4106;
    //left_au = 29; right_au = 605
    //horizontal boundaries from the textbox -> 576 = 605 - 29;
    //where (605 - 29) is the distance between
    //first and last character in the textbox
    x_d = Math.Round(x_d);
    x = (int)x_d;
    x = x + 30; // +30 = left margin
    //return the x value in pixels
    return x;
}

private static void HandleError(Exception ex)
{
    errorsOccurred = true;
}

private DateTime ConvertTimeAFD(long stime)
{
    DateTime ctime = new DateTime(2010, 11, 16, 5, 39, 50);
    //return ctime.ToLocalTime().AddMilliseconds(stime);
return ctime.AddMilliseconds(stime);
}

private DateTime ConvertTimePen(ulong userTime)
{
    // Create DateTime object that represents 1/1/1970
    DateTime unixEpochTime = new DateTime(1970, 1, 1);
    // Adding the number of milliseconds since then gives us the current time.
    DateTime currentPenTime = unixEpochTime.AddMilliseconds(userTime);
    return currentPenTime;
}

namespace PaperTablet
{
    public partial class PaperTablet : Form
    {
        
        Thread penThread;
        SolidBrush color;
        private ScriptSupervisorSmartpen decStrokeAFD;
        private List<TextBox> listOfTextBoxes = new List<TextBox>();
        private List<Label> listOfInLabels = new List<Label>();
        float pointOldX = 0;
        float pointOldY = 0;
        
        private InkCollector myInkCollector;
        Recognizers myRecognizers;

        public PaperTablet()
        {
            InitializeComponent();
            decStrokeAFD = new ScriptSupervisorSmartpen(this);
            penThread = new Thread(decStrokeAFD.InitPen);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtProduction);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtNumber);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtDate);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtEpisode);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtSlateIdent);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtEpisode);
            listOfTextBoxes.Add(txtSlateIdent);

            foreach (TextBox tb in listOfTextBoxes)
            {
                tb.Show();
            }
            foreach (Label lb in listOfInLabels)
            {
                lb.Show();
            }
        }
    }
}
listOfInLabels.Add(productionInLabel);
listOfInLabels.Add(numberInLabel);
listOfInLabels.Add(dateInLabel);
listOfInLabels.Add(episodeInLabel);
listOfInLabels.Add(sceneInLabel);
listOfInLabels.Add(slateInLabel);
}

private void btnExitClick(object sender, EventArgs e) {
    //penThread.Abort();
    //stopWhileLoop = true;
    decStrokeAFD.stopWhileLoop = true;
    this.Close();
}

private void startSmartpen(object sender, EventArgs e) {
    penThread.Start();
}

internal void pointsForInkCollector(System.Drawing.Point[] points) {
    myInkCollector = new InkCollector(tp1.Handle);
    Ink ink = new Ink();
    //System.Drawing.Rectangle destinationRectangle = new System.Drawing.Rectangle(0, 0, 2000, 1000);
    //ink.AddStrokesAtRectangle(str, destinationRectangle);
    myInkCollector.CollectionMode = CollectionMode.InkAndGesture;
    ink.CreateStroke(points);
    myInkCollector.Enabled = false;
    myInkCollector.Ink = ink;

   RecognizerContext myRecoContext = new RecognizerContext();
    RecognitionStatus status;
    RecognitionResult recoResult;
    myRecoContext.Strokes = myInkCollector.Ink.Strokes;
    recoResult = myRecoContext.Recognize(out status);
    textBox1.Text = recoResult.TopString;

    myInkCollector.Enabled = true;
    myInkCollector.Enabled = false;
}

internal void GetStroke(Microsoft.Ink.Strokes str, int boxID) {
    RecognizerContext myRecoContext = new RecognizerContext();
    RecognitionStatus status;
    RecognitionResult recoResult;
    myRecoContext.Strokes = str;
    recoResult = myRecoContext.Recognize(out status);
    listOfTextBoxes[boxID].Clear();
    listOfTextBoxes[boxID].SelectedText = recoResult.TopString;
    listOfInLabels[boxID].Text = recoResult.TopString;
}

internal void DrawPoint(float pointX, float pointY, bool fP) {
    color = new SolidBrush(Color.Black);
    Pen pen = new Pen(color);
    Pen pen2 = new Pen(color, 2.0f);
    Graphics g = tp1.CreateGraphics();
}
if (FP)
{
    g.DrawEllipse(pen, pointX / 10, pointY / 10, 1.0f, 1.0f);
    pointOldX = pointX;
    pointOldY = pointY;
}
else
{
    g.DrawLine(pen2, pointOldX / 10, pointOldY / 10, pointX / 10, pointY / 10);
    pointOldX = pointX;
    pointOldY = pointY;

    g.Dispose();
    //Refresh();
}

private void clearClick(object sender, EventArgs e)
{
    Graphics g1 = tp1.CreateGraphics();
    g1.Clear(Color.White);
}

private void hwrTab_Click(object sender, EventArgs e)
{

}